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Small segments of rice genome sequence have been compared

with that of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana and with several

closer relatives, including the cereals maize, rice, sorghum,

barley and wheat. The rice genome is relatively stable relative to

those of other grasses. Nevertheless, comparisons with other

cereals have demonstrated that the DNA between cereal genes

is highly variable and evolves rapidly. Genic regions have

undergone many more small rearrangements than have been

revealed by recombinational mapping studies. Tandem gene

duplication/deletion is particularly common, but other types of

deletions, inversions and translocations also occur. The many

thousands of small genic rearrangements within the rice genome

complicate but do not negate its use as a model for larger cereal

genomes.
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Abbreviations
a1 anthocyaninless1

adh1 alcohol dehydrogenase1

LTR long terminal repeat

sh2 shrunken2

Introduction
Compared to other grasses and cereal crops, rice has a

small genome, a large research community, and excep-

tional agricultural importance. Rice researchers have

developed a comprehensive array of physiological, mole-

cular, genetic, and genomic tools that allow the precise

characterization of rice genome organization and gene

function. The landmark draft sequences of the indica and

japonica rice genomes published in 2002 [1�,2�], along

with the more complete draft sequence that is being

rapidly developed by the International Rice Genome

Sequencing Project ([3]; http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp), have

provided a powerful new resource for studies in rice. The

highly conserved gene order and gene content within the

cereals indicate that rice research can greatly benefit other

grass research programs.

Initial studies of the organization of grass genomes

indicated that individual rice chromosomes were highly

colinear with those of maize, barley, wheat and other

grass species [4–7]. These studies led to the prediction

that grasses could be studied as a single syntenic gen-

ome [8,9]. Therefore, if the ortholog of a studied gene

could be confirmed by comparative genetic maps, then

knowledge acquired from one species could be com-

pared to the results of similar experiments in another

species. This unified grass genome model has had a

substantial effect upon plant biology, but has not yet

lived up to its potential [10]. There appear to be two

major reasons for the relatively slow application of this

approach. First, genomic sequence data are largely

lacking for grass species other than rice. Second, the

colinearity of gene order and content observed at the

recombinational map level is often not observed at the

level of local genome structure [11�,12�]. In this review,

we describe recent advances in and the current state of

genomic sequence comparison in the cereals, utilizing

rice as the reference genome.

Conservation of gene structure in rice and
other grasses
One of the standard and most powerful tools of molecular

biology is the ability to efficiently compare the sequence of

any gene with the sequences of all previously characterized

genes. Comparative genetics has been facilitated by the

development of massive databases, efficient query and

comparison software, and ever-improving computers.

Many of the first genes to be sequenced in rice and other

grasses were represented by abundant mRNAs (e.g. those

encoding storage proteins, photosynthetic proteins and so

on). Thus, members of the same gene families (e.g.

paralogs), including those that mapped to the same

genomic position and thus were derived by vertical des-

cent from a common ancestral gene (i.e. orthologs), were

often cloned and analyzed in multiple species. Compar-

isons of gene family members within and between species

yielded the expected result, that is, that the genes were

most highly conserved between the most closely related

species. Moreover, sequence conservation was greatest in

the protein-coding portions of the exons. Additional short

sequences were also conserved outside of the coding

exons, some of which were presumably parts of the

regulatory regions (e.g. promoters) [13] whereas others

were of unknown functional significance [14].
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Most of the species whose gene sequences have been

compared to those of rice shared a common ancestor with

the Oryzae more than 50 million years ago. Little research

has involved closer rice relatives. After a separation of

more than 50 million years, coding exon sequences and

intron/exon boundaries are highly conserved, but intron

sequences, 50-leader sequences and 30-trailer sequences

show little convincing homology across species [15,16].

One or more introns may be missing from an orthologous

gene in some of the compared species. For instance,

Figure 1 depicts comparisons of published sequences

of the Waxy locus. These comparisons suggest that two

different introns were lost from Waxy within the Triticeae

lineage before the ancestors of barley and wheat diverged

about 10–14 million years ago. These differences in intron

presence/absence are usually precise removals that have

little or no effect on the sequence of the encoded protein.

Colinearity of adjacent genes in the cereals
Despite the large and ever-expanding tracts of completed

rice genome sequence, few studies have compared long

stretches of rice genomic sequence to orthologous regions

from other grass species. This data deficiency is caused, at

least in part, by a shortage of substantial segments of

contiguous genome sequences from other grasses. In

addition, the very short contiguous sequences that are

the primary product of analyses of the early draft rice

genome [1�,2�] do not usually allow characterizations of

multigene segments.

The first comparative study of local gene content and

order in the grasses revealed that several genes are con-

served in order and orientation in the shrunken2 (sh2)/

anthocyaninless1 (a1)-homologous regions of maize, sor-

ghum and rice [15,17]. Interestingly, the sh2 and a1
homologs are not closely linked in Arabidopsis [18], indi-

cating that the Arabidopsis genome is highly rearranged

relative to the genomes of rice and other grasses. Some

colinearity exists between the rice and Arabidopsis gen-

omes, but it is associated with many differences in gene

presence/absence [19–23]. The simplest explanation for

this is that most of these rearrangements occurred in the

lineage that gave rise to Arabidopsis [24,25].

Segmental sequence comparisons between
rice and other cereals
Figure 2 depicts the sh2/a1-homologous regions of maize,

rice, sorghum, and wheat. The first detailed comparison,

between rice and sorghum [15], indicated conservation of

gene presence and order for four loci. In sorghum, the

a1-ortholog is tandemly duplicated as it is in some maize

genomes. Differences in tandem gene number are found

frequently when comparing cereal genomes, indicating

that tandem genes are probably generated and lost fre-

quently, often via unequal recombination [16,26,27,28�].
Interestingly, the first exon of the X2 gene is present only

in the rice locus but not in the maize or sorghum genes.

Expression data suggest that all of the putative X2 genes,

which apparently encode transcription factors, are active.

Because the exon that varies between the different cereal

genomes appears to encode a zinc-finger domain of the

protein–protein interaction type, it is likely that the rice

gene can interact with more partners than can the maize

or sorghum genes. Hence, an evolved change in function

is possible at this locus although not proven by these data.

Further functional characterizations are needed to resolve

this issue. The difference in the X2 homologs may have

been caused by the insertion of an exon in rice or by a

deletion from a common ancestor of maize and sorghum.

The latter scenario seems much more likely, but both

possibilities could be tested by sequence analysis of the

X2 homolog that has been partly characterized in wheat

Figure 1
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Intron number variation but exon content conservation in the Waxy genes of several cereal species. Boxes represent exons and lines represent introns,

whereas the arrowheads indicate transcriptional orientation. Dotted lines connect two exons in rice and maize that have been fused by intron loss in

the Triticeae lineage that gave rise to barley and wheat.
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(Figure 2; [29�]). If the exon is present in the wheat gene,

it would suggest that the exon was lost from the Andro-

pogoneae lineage.

Other than the apparent duplication of a1 homologs in

sorghum and the exon variation in X2, the content and

order of genes in the orthologous sh2/a1 regions are com-

pletely conserved between rice, sorghum and maize. How-

ever, the maize genes are separated by much larger

amounts of DNA than those of rice and sorghum

(Figure 2; [30]). These DNA sequences are primarily

the long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons that

are commonly intermixed with genes in all of the large

genome cereals studied so far [16,26,29�,30–33]. These

LTR retrotransposons usually comprise different ele-

ments and are found in different places in each grass

genome, a finding that concurs with the observation that

they appear to be only a few million years old [26,34,35].

We believe that the relative youth of the LTR retro-

transposons in all of the plant species that we have inves-

tigated is not primarily caused by unusual recent bursts in

LTR retrotransposon activity. More likely, the LTR retro-

transposons are rapidly removed from most or all plant

species by illegitimate and unequal recombination [36,37].

Hence, older elements have either been completely

removed or are no longer recognizable. None of the

comparisons of rice with maize, rice with barley, rice with

sorghum or rice with wheat have found the same transpo-

sable elements at the precisely same locations. Hence, the

vast majority of these insertions postdate the divergence of

the ancestors of rice from those of these other cereals.

Recently, Li and Gill [29�] demonstrated that the only X2

homolog in wheat is not linked to a X1 homolog. Figure 2

shows that the wheat X1 and Sh2 homologs are linked, as

are those of other grasses, but at a much greater physical

and genetic distance than in other grasses. Similarly, the

X2 and A1 homologs are linked in wheat, but are located

on a different chromosome from X1 and Sh2. A transloca-

tion breakpoint appear to have occurred between X1 and

Figure 2
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Structures of the sh2/a1-homologous regions in four grass genomes. Open boxes depict exons, whereas gray boxes represent genes that have not

been fully sequenced. Arrows show the positions, approximate sizes and transcriptional orientations of each candidate gene. The wheat region has

homologs in four chromosomal segments: the long arm of chromosome 1 (1L), the long arm of chromosome 3 (3L), the short arm of chromosome 3

(3S) and the long arm of chromosome 7 (7L). The terms ‘distal’ and ‘proximal’ are indications of whether the locus is closer to the centromere (proximal)
or telomere (distal) of the indicated chromosome arm.
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X2 in an early Triticeae because the same rearrangement

appears to be present in barley [29�].

The alcohol dehydrogenase1 (adh1)-orthologous regions of

maize, sorghum and rice are a second set of cereal

chromosome segments that have been extensively stu-

died by sequence analysis [19,38]. Comparison of the rice

adh1/adh2 region with the sequence of the same region

from the maize genome suggested that adh1 was trans-

posed as a single gene to a new location in the Andro-

pogoneae [11�,38]. No change in the basic exon/intron

organization or alteration in the tissue specificity of adh1
expression resulted from this transposition [11�,38].

Messing and coworkers [28�] undertook detailed studies

of gene clusters that encode storage proteins in maize and

sorghum, and compared them to the orthologous region in

rice. The maize storage protein (zein) genes and the

sorghum storage protein (kafirin) genes are closely related

in structure and are tandemly duplicated at orthologous

positions, although the copy numbers of these genes

differ between the two species. Rice, however, has no

homologous storage protein gene at this location. Rice

also lacks additional orthologous gene candidates that are

found within or tightly flanking the storage protein gene

clusters in maize and sorghum. Some of these putative

genes have been amplified either during or subsequent to

their apparent insertion. Messing and coworkers [28�]
speculate that the insertion and/or amplification of a

storage protein gene at this location in a common ancestor

of maize and sorghum was the cause of the additional

gene insertions and amplifications in this region. In a

similar vein, Ramakrishna and coworkers [26] found a

cluster of 48 small nucleolar RNA genes in rice that were

absent at the orthologous position in sorghum.

Comparative analysis between wheat and rice of a small

orthologous segment has identified another region, con-

taining three putative receptor-like kinase genes, in

which duplicated genes are conserved [39]. The apparent

stability of the location and content of candidate genes for

disease resistance in these orthologous regions is often not

seen for other resistance gene homologs, as demonstrated

by recombinational mapping [40].

Dubcovsky and coworkers [16] compared the rice and

barley genomes for gene content and arrangement in the

area around the Vernalization1 (Vrn1) locus of wheat. In

the sequences analyzed, four genes were comparable and

two genic rearrangements were detected. Subsequent

investigations that included orthologous wheat and sor-

ghum regions allowed prediction of the lineages in which

and times at which these rearrangements probably

occurred [26]. The duplication of gene 4 is shared by

barley and wheat but is missing from rice and sorghum,

presumably because the duplication event happened

early in the Triticeae lineage. The detected inversion

of gene 2 is found only in barley and is associated with

flanking inverted repeats; so it is likely that this inversion

was caused by unequal recombination within the last

10–14 million years.

Chromosome walking in questionably
colinear grasses
Probably the most comprehensive application of colinear-

ity between rice and another cereal species was the

attempt by Kleinhofs and coworkers [41,42] to clone

specific barley disease resistance genes by chromosome

walking in rice. The regions that they investigated were

highly colinear for most genes, but homologs of the

targeted barley disease resistance genes were not found

in the orthologous region of the rice genome. Hence, the

project was much more challenging than might have been

anticipated. The colinearity provided numerous DNA

markers from rice that facilitated the chromosome walk

in barley, leading to the isolation of the desired resistance

genes [43]. Disease resistance genes in plants are unu-

sually unstable in their chromosomal location [40], but

this exception to colinearity could also occur in any

chromosome walk using a small genome surrogate.

Conclusions
Many more studies to compare orthologous genome

organization in rice and other cereals are needed. With

the deluge of high quality genomic sequence data for rice

([3]; http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp), these studies are becom-

ing more and more feasible. Numerous local rearrange-

ments differentiate the structures of different cereal

genomes. On average, any comparison of a ten-gene

segment between rice and a distant grass relative such

as barley, maize, sorghum or wheat shows one or two

rearrangements that involve genes. A simple extrapola-

tion to the rice genome of about 40 000 genes [2�]
suggests that about 6000 genic rearrangements will dif-

ferentiate rice from these other cereals. Most of these

rearrangements appear to be tiny and thus would not

interfere with the macrocolinearity observed by recom-

binational mapping. There are exceptions, however,

which include chromosomal arm translocations and move-

ments of single genes to different chromosomes.

Most of the rearrangements that have been detected in

comparisons between rice and another cereal have

occurred in the other cereal rather than in rice. Hence,

rice may contain a relatively stable genome that reflects the

ancestral grass genome better than do the genomes of other

cereals. Further studies are needed to test this theory.

Most of the many potential uses [8,9] of colinearity within

the grass family require a reasonable amount of local

genomic colinearity (microcolinearity). There is no way

to predict whether microcolinearity is present, even in

areas that exhibit recombinational map colinearity. Inves-

tigators will need to use colinearity with caution, for
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instance when using rice as a surrogate for the map-based

cloning of genes from large genome cereals such as barley.

As additional grass genome sequences become available,

more quantitative assessments of colinearity will be pos-

sible and predictive patterns may emerge. Until then,

each comparison will need to directly assess colinearity in

the studied region before making a major investment in

the approach.
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